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GOOD TO HAVE
YOU HERE!

Welcome to our first-ever
Airlines Fuel Efficiency Guide. 
 
It is my pleasure to welcome you
and I want to personally thank
you for downloading this eBook.
 
With the following pages I want
to provide you with details about
Electronic Fueling, digital
approaches — and how this all
helps your airline to drive fuel
efficiency
 
For this first edition we've put
together many blog posts and
articles. I  do hope it provides 
 valuable thoughts for your
company and helps you to drive
your airline's fuel performance.
 
Enjoy!
 

Benjamin Walther
CEO, Information Design
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ABOUT US

Information Design was founded
in 1996 with the clear vision to
turn aviation data into valuable
and insightful information.
 
Dedicated to this idea, Information
Design grew steadily to more than
60 employees at its headquarters
in Frankfurt and attracted
internationally renowned airlines.
 
Our products are focused on
airline operations and comprise
business intelligence solutions,
KPI visua-lization and data
exchange plat-forms. 
 
Today our solutions are used by
some of the most successful
airlines in the world, for example
Lufthansa, Austrian Airlines,
Icelandair, Swiss International
Airlines, Saudi Arabian Airlines,
Volotea and many more.

 

"WE ARE A PASSIONATE
COMPANY FILLED WITH

PASSIONATE INDIVIDUALS
FROM ALL OVER THE

WORLD."

Information Design 



ABOUT THE
AUTHOR

 
 
His daily business revolves around
pioneering solutions with the aim to
change the aviation industry. His
visions are based on expertise gained
in more than 15 years in the industry,
and working with renowned airlines
such as Lufthansa, Emirates, Air
India, Aegean Airlines, Saudia
Airlines, S7, Icelandair and many
others.
 
He shares his thoughts, ideas and
concepts on weekly blog posts,
podcasts and videos. 
 
Make sure to follow him on his
essential social media channels or
get in touch with him directly:
 
Ben on LinkedIn
Ben on Twitter
Send Ben an email
 

BENJAMIN IS AN AVIATION-ENTHUSIAST, A CONTENT-MANIAC,
AND CEO OF INFORMATION DESIGN (IN THIS ORDER). 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/benjamin-walther/
https://twitter.com/BenjaminWalthe5
mailto://benjamin.office@id1.de


 

WATCH AND LISTEN TO
OUR LATEST THOUGHTS AND
IDEAS

Follow us on YouTube and tune in to
our Podcasts on Podomatic, Spotify

or Apple Podcasts

 

Don't miss the opportunity to get best-tips, new
approaches and valuable knowledge about airline

operations and key performance indicator.
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AIRLINE FUEL EFFICIENCY —
10 EFUELING BENEFITS YOU
CAN REALIZE NOW!
8  M I N  R E A D

If you’re searching the web, you’ll find

hundreds of articles about airlines and fuel

efficiency. Articles that focus on process

improvements, new aircraft equipment, or

entirely new engines and airplanes. And

I’m pretty sure that most of the texts

provide value and a reasonable approach. 

 

So why another article about airline fuel

efficiency? Well, I want to play this very

frankly. You won’t find the magic key to

fuel efficiency in this article. There’s no

hack, no trick. Moreover, I’m convinced

that other measures hold more significant

potential in terms of fuel efficiency than

the one you’ll find here.

 

The thing is: Realizing measures that lead

to more considerable fuel efficiency —

quite often— have one thing in common.

All of them require a substantial initial

investment. However, we all know that,

due to the pandemic situation, airlines’

financial capabilities are quite limited. 

 

 

But the good news is on the doorstep.

Besides these prominent measures,

airlines can still implement smaller

tweaks. Improvements that probably won’t

drive efficiency at the same scale and

won’t realize multi-million savings. But

improvements that still accounts for

substantial savings and an enhanced

efficiency — directly and indirectly. With

this article, I want to introduce one of

those measures —called Electronic

Fueling (eFueling)— and focus on the

benefits it brings.

 

WHAT'S ELECTRONIC FUELING ABOUT?

 

So here’s the background first. Electronic

Fueling aims to digitize an airline’s fueling

process. That means today’s manual

procedures (fuel order, receipt, etc.) are

transformed to become all-digital.

Accordingly, manual processes or face-to-

face communicatoin can be eliminated.
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Flight Plans

Fuel order

Process milestones (order accepted,

fueling starts, etc.)

Fuel receipt

Acknowledgment

No Fuel Indicator

Etc.

Therefore, a so-called  data distribution

platform connects airlines on the side, and

fuel provider on the other side.

Subsequently, all fuel-related messages

are solely exchanged via this platform.

Here are some examples:

 

 

Worth mentioning that Electronic Fueling

is also part of  IATA’s Fuel standard

measures and relies on IATA messaging

standard.  If you want to get more details

about the concept here’s a more

detailed explanation of eFueling.

 

HOW'S ELECTRONIC FUELING DRIVING

AIRLINE FUEL EFFICIENCY?

The question now is, how does Electronic

Fueling drive an airline’s fuel efficiency?

How does it contribute to lean processes

and financial savings?
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AIRLINE FUEL EFFICIENCY — 10 EFUELING BENEFITS YOU
CAN REALIZE NOW!

Like many other digital approaches,

digitizing an airline’s operational fuel

process holds enormous potential. Potential

in terms of enhanced efficiency and cost-

savings. But I don’t want to leave you with

those high-level buzzwords. That’s why I

compiled a list of 10 tangible benefits. Let’s

have a detailed look at the benefits and how

Electronic Fueling drives an airline’s fuel

efficiency.

 

1 — ENHANCED PROCESS EFFICIENCY 

Process efficiency always sounds good,

doesn’t it? But what does it mean in terms

of Electronic Fueling? 

That’s pretty easy to explain. Turnarounds

are a critical part of an airline’s operations.

And it is no secret that an aircraft only

earns money when flying. That’s the reason

why every airline is trying to reduce the

turnaround time to an utmost minimum.

Due to its digital nature, Electronic Fueling

reduces the fuel-related process times.

Here’s an example: After using Electronic

Fueling for several months, an airline (a

major European carrier) started to analyze

turnaround data. 



As a result, the airline observed a

reduction in fueling-process time of 25%.

To make that very clear: The airline

reduced the duration of the entire fueling

process by 25%. 

The illustration below provides a detailed

overview of one exemplary flight and

shows how the reduction could be

achieved.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 — REDUCED WORKLOAD

That’s probably the most evident benefit of

a digital measure. Replacing manual

processes with a digital alternative

inevitably leads to streamlined and/or

eliminated processes. That accounts for

operational but also back-office

processes.  Cockpit crew can submit fuel

orders much faster than today’s manual

process—same accounts for 

Due to an immense rise in data quality,

there is no longer a need for additional

(extensive) quality checks.

The risk of wrong invoices and

ultimately wrong (too high) payments

are eliminated entirely.

acknowledging fuel receipts. Additionally,

there’s no longer a need to forward fuel

receipts to the back office manually.  But

also the back-office benefits from a digital

electronic fueling process. Forget about the

necessity to double-check invoices and

uplifts manually.Indeed, that does not lead

to direct savings in terms of fuel costs.

Nevertheless, it holds the potential to

reduce administrative and operational

costs.

 

3 — ENHANCED QUALITY

When operating a traditional fueling

process, the manual work reflects a

massive source for mistakes and errors.

Especially when it comes to invoicing and

receipts. Regularly these documents

indicate wrong uplift figures, wrong flight

numbers, etc. 

As a result, intensive quality checks are

necessary at airlines to (hopefully) identify

and correct these mistakes. With the

implementation of an electronic fueling, an

airline achieves two benefits:

AIRLINE FUEL EFFICIENCY — 10 EFUELING BENEFITS YOU
CAN REALIZE NOW!
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4 — COST CONTROL

Many airlines that are relying on a manual

fuel process report the problem of the

wrong invoices (see benefit #3). On top of

that, there’s always the potential of

incorrect payments and, ultimately, loss of

money. An electronic fuel process, first

and foremost, gives you complete control

of your costs. Since every piece of data is

available digitally, you can eliminate

invoice mistakes and the risk of paying to

much.

 

5 — REDUCED FUEL DELAYS

Every delay minutes is real money. That’s

why it is so essential for airlines to

minimize delays to an absolute

minimum.We are fascinated that one of

our clients came up with data about the

reduction of fuel-related delays after

introducing the Electronic Fueling.

Right from the beginning, the airline

observed a significant reduction of fuel-

related delays. This especially accounts for

outstations. And to give you a very tangible

example: Before operating the digital

eFueling process, fuel-related delays

accounted for 2% of all delays at AMS

airport. From the first day of using

Electronic Fueling, the airline observed a 

constant reduction of these delays.After

operating the platform for one week, the

number of fuel-related delays dropped to

0%.    Even more important, the airline

maintained this level consistently.

 

6 — FUEL EFFICIENCY THROUGH DIRECT

SAVINGS 

Many of the benefits listed here improve an

airline’s fuel efficiency and indirectly leads

to cost savings. However, Electronic Fueling

also holds the potential for immediate

financial savings. With the  No Fuel

Indicator  function, airlines can achieve

substantial savings.The function enables

the cockpit crew to swiftly send messages

to the fuel provider, whether refueling is

required. These messages are usually

already sent once the aircraft takes off at

the departure airport but can be updated

while being en-route and finally confirmed

once the plane is approaching at the

destination airport.

 

 

AIRLINE FUEL EFFICIENCY — 10 EFUELING BENEFITS YOU
CAN REALIZE NOW!
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But why’s that important and how does

that contribute to improved fuel efficiency?

Your fuel provider at an airport

automatically sends a fuel truck to the

gate or position your aircraft arrives at.

And since they don’t have the information

they do this regardless of whether

refueling is needed. 

Subsequently, your airline has to pay for

the provisioning of the fuel truck. And from

a fuel provider’s perspective that entirely

makes sense, since they had the effort to

send a fuel truck to the position.

So here’s the trick: If the cockpit crew can

send a message that refueling isn’t

required, the fuel provider does not send a

truck to the position. 

Quite simple, right? Subsequently, your

airline isn’t charged for the since the fuel

provider hasn’t provided any service.

And to provide some hard facts: 

By utilizing this simple functionality,

airlines can quickly achieve 6 to 7 digit

savings annually.

 

7 — AUTOMATION POTENTIAL

Once an airline operates an electronic fuel

process, the potential for further

automation is just one step away. 

And again, that accounts for many

processes. Operational processes in the

cockpit. But also back-office processes

when it comes to invoicing, clearing, or even

emission trading.Therefore, an electronic

fuel process builds the solid fundament for

a whole bunch of further automation and

fuel efficiency measures.

 

8 — FUEL EFFICIENCY THROUGH

ENHANCED ANALYTICS

Operating an electronic fuel process

enables airlines to collect a vast amount of

data. Data about fuel orders and uplifts but

also process-related data (timestamps,

etc.). This data reflects a set of information

that hasn’t been available so far. 

Thereby, airlines can execute numerous

additional analytical measures to drive

efficiency further.

 

9 — REDUCED VERBAL/MANUAL

INTERACTION (COVID-19)

This is a benefit that came up with the

current pandemic situation but seems

essential for many airlines right now. Due to

a digital process, airlines eliminate manual

and face-to-face processes. Thereby,

airlines reduce a potential infection source. 

AIRLINE FUEL EFFICIENCY — 10 EFUELING BENEFITS YOU
CAN REALIZE NOW!
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From recent talks, we know that this is one

of the reasons why  IATA  is currently

pushing airlines to implement electronic

fueling processes.

 

10 — SWIFT IMPLEMENTATION

Finally, an essential benefit or part of

Electronic Fueling — and that brings me

back to the introduction of this blog post.

Implementing an electronic fuel process

isn’t a big deal. Indeed, nothing comes for

free. But compared to many other fuel

efficiency measures, airlines achieve a

positive ROI much quicker and without a

substantial initial investement.

AIRLINE FUEL EFFICIENCY — 10 EFUELING BENEFITS YOU
CAN REALIZE NOW!
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HOW THE NO FUEL INDICATOR
CAN SAVE YOUR AIRLINE
HUNDRED THOUSANDS OF
DOLLARS — ANNUALLY.
5 MIN READ

Process improvements

New aircraft

Aircraft Modifications

Hedging 

Etc.

Fuel costs are one of the most significant

cost factors of airlines. According to IATA,

the airline industry’s fuel bill is estimated

to have totaled $188 billion in 2019.

That means fuel expenses account for

almost 25% of an airline’s operating

expenses.

 

For decades airlines have been trying to

reduce costs by applying various

measures: 

 

eFueling helps airlines to optimize

processes and save money — but isn’t

primarily about reducing fuel-related

costs. So bad news first: With eFueling,

your airline’s fuel costs won’t vanish.

However, during the last years we

discussed with clients, how eFueling can

contribute to reduce fuel-related

expenses.

 

Based on those discussions, we

implemented an additional functionality

with our eFueling solution.

We like to call this functionality the “No

Fuel Indicator (NFI).”

But what’s this No Fuel Indicator about,

and how does it help your airline to save

money?

1 2
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ARTICLE 2

HOW THE NO FUEL INDICATOR CAN SAVE YOUR AIRLINE
HUNDRED THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS — ANNUALLY.

eFUELING — THE PLATFORM BEHIND

In order to explain that, we have to quickly

introduce what our  eFueling platform  is

about.

The main goal of the eFueling solution is to

connect airlines and into plane

agents/airports and provide a data

exchange platform for both stakeholders.

 

From an airline perspective, this data

exchange platform is used to send fuel

orders, receive process milestones from

the IPA, and exchange delivery slips as

well as receipts. The No Fuel Indicator

reflects an additional functionality, that

covers a specific process.

The core idea behind is that an aircraft (or

to be precise the cockpit crew of the plane)

is enabled to send messages 

 

directly to the Into Plane Agent at the

destination airport whether refueling is

required or not.

 

HOW DOES THE NO FUEL INDICATOR

WORK?

Our eFueling solution is connected to an

airline’s ACARS system. Subsequently, the

cockpit crew can swiftly send an ACARS

message to the IPA, providing information

whether refueling is required or not. These

messages are usually already sent once the

aircraft takes off at the departure airport

but can be updated while being en-route

and finally confirmed once the aircraft is

approaching at the destination airport. 

The following illustration explains the

process graphically

2 1
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HOW THE NO FUEL INDICATOR CAN SAVE YOUR AIRLINE
HUNDRED THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS — ANNUALLY.

HOW DOES THAT HELP TO SAVE MONEY?

Many IPAs charge airlines for being

available at the on-block gate/position —

regardless of refueling is needed or not.

And from an IPAs perspective that

perfectly makes sense, since they had the

effort to send a fuel truck to the position.

However, if the cockpit crew can send a

message that no refueling is required, the

IPA does not send a truck to the position.

Subsequently, the airlines are not charges

since no the IPA hasn’t provided any

service.

 

DOES THAT MAKE SENSE FOR ALL

FLIGHTS?

I guess you already know the answer: Of

course not. Especially when talking about

medium- and long-haul flights refueling is

always required. Conversely, it only makes

sense for short-haul or domestic flights.

That means the approach is especially

relevant for airlines operating a bunch of

short-haul flights or a huge domestic

network.

WHAT ABOUT THE BOTTOM-LINE?

This strongly depends on the number of

flights the No Fuel Indicator can be applied

to — and the number of connected

airports.Large network carriers can quickly

achieve 6 to 7 digit savings

annually.Compared to the enormous

amount of fuel-related expenses, this

probably sounds like peanuts.Nonetheless,

you have to bear in mind that the savings

can be achieved with almost no additional

effort.
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ELECTRONIC AIRPLANE FUEL
PROCESS — 4 SUCCESS
STORIES FOR YOUR AIRLINE!
6  M I N  R E A D

When we started to develop our solution to

support Electronic Airplane Fuel

Processes (eFueling platform), we had a

clear vision. Together with our launching

customer Lufthansa, we wanted to digitize

an airline’s entire airplane fuel process.

 

When we started this journey, we had

many discussions. With representatives

from Lufthansa, many other airlines, but

also additional process stakeholders. As a

result, we have been highly convinced that

it is possible to entirely redefine the

airplane fuel process. Redefining in way

that eliminates all manual and verbal

steps and creates an all-digital process.

 

Of course, we didn’t want to do that just for

the sake of digitization but to achieve

various benefits. Besides the benefits we

had in mind initially, we have been curious

to find out what our clients think.

That’s why we sit together with them after

having operated the platform for more

than five years. We did that to receive their

input first-hand. As a result, here’s a list of

four success stories. Stories our clients

have been able to achieve with operating

an Electronic Airplane Fuel Process.

THE DEFINITIVE AIRLINE FUEL EFFICIENCY GUIDE
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ARTICLE 3

ELECTRONIC AIRPLANE FUEL PROCESS — 4 SUCCESS
STORIES FOR YOUR AIRLINE!

ELECTRONIC  FUEL PROCESSES HELP TO

REDUCE FUEL-RELATED DELAYS

Moving to an electronic airplane fuel

process and getting rid of the time-

consuming manual process represents a

massive source for efficiency

improvements. However, it’s always better

to receive field-proven facts and figures.

That’s why we are fascinated that one of

our clients came up with data about the

reduction of fuel-related delays after

introducing an electronic airplane fuel

process.

In general, the airline has been able to

reduce fuel-related delays. Especially at

outstations, they monitored a significant

reduction. But here are the details of the

most impressive result. On a daily basis,

they are operating four flights to

Amsterdam (AMS). 

 

Before operating an electronic airplane fuel

process, fuel-related delays accounted for

2% of all delays at AMS airport.

Right from the beginning, the airline was

able to observe a constant reduction of

these delays.

And on top of that, even more important, the

airline was able to maintain this level

constantly. Additionally, the airline was able

to achieve similar figures at many other

outstations.

2 2

After operating the electronic fuel
processes for one week, the number of
fuel-related delays dropped to 0%.
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ELECTRONIC AIRPLANE FUEL PROCESS — 4 SUCCESS
STORIES FOR YOUR AIRLINE!

ELECTRONIC AIRPLANE FUEL PROCESS

TO INCREASE EFFICIENCY

Turnarounds are a critical part of an

airline’s operations. And it is no secret that

an aircraft only earns money when flying.

That’s the reason why every airline is

trying to reduce the turnaround time to an

utmost minimum.With an electronic

airplane fuel process, one of our clients

was able to reduce the required time for

the entire fuel process at their outstations

massively.

The illustration provides a detailed

overview of one exemplary flight and

shows how the related reduction.
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After relying on the electronic airplane
fuel process for several months, the
airline started to analyze turnaround
data. As a result, the airline was able
to observe a reduction in fueling-
process time of 25%.
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ELECTRONIC AIRPLANE FUEL PROCESS — 4 SUCCESS
STORIES FOR YOUR AIRLINE!

Due to an immense rise in data quality,

there was no longer a need for

additional (extensive) quality checks.

IMPROVED DATA QUALITY

When operating a traditional fueling

process, the manual work reflected a

massive source for mistakes and errors.

This, especially account to invoice and

receipts. Regularly these documents

reflected wrong uplift figures, wrong flight

numbers, etc. As a result, intensive quality

checks were necessary in order to identify

and correct these mistakes.

 

In that context, many clients reported a

massively improved data quality since

operating an electronic airplane fuel

process. In detail airlines were able to

achieve two essential benefits:

 

The risk of wrong invoices and

ultimately wrong (too high) payments

were eliminated entirely.

 

DIRECT SAVINGS UP TO $1 MILLION —

ANNUALLY

Of course, all of the above success stories,

have also a financial impact. Reduced fuel-

related delays, increased efficiency, and

improved quality subsequently reflect

financial savings.

However, an electronic airplane fuel

process additionally holds the potential to

directly achieve remarkable savings. By

utilizing a smart add-on to the electronic

airplane fuel process, called  No Fuel

Indicator function, one of our clients was

able to reduce fuel-related costs directly.
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Having used the No Fuel Indicator for
several years, the airlines was able to
achieve savings up to $1 Million
annually.
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AIRCRAFT FUELING PROCESS
— WHY COVID-19 IS URGING
THE DIGITIZATION.
6 MIN READ

I am a big fan of digital aircraft fueling

processes (eFueling) at airlines. If you are

a frequent reader of this blog or podcast

listener, this might not surprise you.

During the last couple of months, I have

been publishing content about digital

aircraft fueling processes regularly.

Even at the dawn of COVID-19, I published

an  appeal  for eFueling and why it’s the

right time for airlines to go all-in. The

reasons were quite evident at that time:

low investment, scalable savings, swift

implementation during reduced

operations, etc. And each of the aspects is

still relevant more than ever.

 

DIGITAL AIRCRAFT FUELING — THIS IS

NO LONGER ABOUT FINANCIAL SAVINGS

OR EFFICIENCY ONLY

However, there’s one aspect I neither

considered nor observed at that time. And

this aspect isn’t primarily related to

financial savings or efficiency. So here’s a

little backstory first. I lately had a chat with

an  IATA representative. He provided some

very interesting insights into IATA’s 

current work. As you can imagine, they are

working day and night to support airlines

on all possible levels.

Initially, this chat wasn’t about aircraft

fueling processes. Among other topics, we

also discussed necessary measures

airlines have to implement to provide

passengers with a maximum of safety

regarding the pandemic. In that context, he

also mentioned that IATA is analyzing

airlines’ operational process chain very

thoroughly. Why? They want to identify

each process step that requires a 

2 4
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personal interaction of two or more

persons. 

For each of the identified processes, IATA

is urging airlines to implement digital

alternatives. The underlying goal is evident

and essential. Through reduced personal

interactions and established digital

processes, potential COVID-19 infection

sources are minimized. This was

interesting to hear. Although this totally

makes sense, my thoughts have been

centered around passengers so far.

 

PERSONAL INTERACTION STILL IS AN

INTEGRAL PART OF THE AIRCRAFT

FUELING PROCESS

At that moment, scales literally fell from

my eyes. When taking a look at the aircraft

fueling processes of many airlines, the

dominance of manual processes is

apparent. Personal and verbal

communication between the cockpit crew

and fuel provider is standard. Additionally,

fuel receipts are usually paper-based and

a face-to-face handover is standard.

In pre-COVID times those manual aircraft

fueling processes represented a source for

optimization — especially in terms of

quality and process efficiency. But the

pandemic changed everything. 

THE DEFINITIVE AIRLINE FUEL EFFICIENCY GUIDE
ARTICLE 4

AIRCRAFT FUELING PROCESS — WHY COVID-19 IS URGING
THE DIGITIZATION.

With a digital aircraft fueling process,

the distribution of fuel orders is

completely digital

The fuel provider can provide process

milestones digitally

Fuel receipts and acknowledgments are

also exchanged digitally

In today’s world, those manual, face-to-face

processes are no longer just a source of

inefficiency. Even worse, they are a

potential source of infection.

Due to that reason, a digital aircraft fueling

process won’t be a nice-to- or should-have

in the future. On the contrary, airlines that

take COVID-19 seriously have to consider a

digital fueling process as a must-have.

 

HOW DOES A DIGITAL FUELING PROCESS

HELP AIRLINES?

As already mentioned, a digital aircraft

fueling process holds a wide variety of

benefits in terms of efficiency, quality, and

financial savings. If you want to find out

more about these aspects, you should check

out some of our previous blog posts.

 

However, when talking about COVID-19, a

digital aircraft fueling process holds an

absolute killer-argument: It eliminates

manual and verbal processes completely.
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IATA TO ADD DIGITAL SIGNATURE TO

EFUELING MESSAGE STANDARD

Additionally, to support airlines in the best

possible way, IATA currently discusses an

official enhancement of its eFueling

message standard. 

The add-on contains the support of digital

signatures enabling the cockpit crew to

acknowledge receipts even easier.

If you want to know more about digital

aircraft fueling processes, feel free to get

in touch with me on one of your preferred

channels.

THE DEFINITIVE AIRLINE FUEL EFFICIENCY GUIDE
ARTICLE 4

AIRCRAFT FUELING PROCESS — WHY COVID-19 IS URGING
THE DIGITIZATION.



In a highly digital world, many airlines still

rely on manual processes when it comes to

aircraft fueling. Once a fuel trucked has

arrived at an aircraft, it is still widespread

that the plane captain screams the

required fuel amount out of his/her

window. 

And once the process is completed, the

pilot receives a hard to read piece of

paper, which has to be forwarded to the

airline’s back office.

The eFueling concept aims to digitize an

airline’s operational fuel order processes.

That means a software connects all

relevant stakeholders (airline back office,

cockpit crew, fueling provider (Into Plane

Agents), etc.) and provides data exchange

between all parties.

The most crucial aspect when it comes to

data exchange is about sending fuel orders

from the airline to the Into Plane Agent.

Once we discuss our eFueling solution with

a potential client, one of the most

important questions is about how 

FUEL ORDERS — ALL YOU
HAVE TO KNOW ABOUT THE
MAGIC KEY TO ENTER THE
WORLD OF EFUELING.
5  M I N  R E A D

fuel orders can be sent to Into Plane

Agents.With this blog post, we want to

introduce the three most common

possibilities to send fuel orders.

 

FUE ORDER OPTION 1 — FLIGHT

PLANNING / BRIEFING SYSTEM

Most airlines use a flight planning system

(e. g. LIDO) to create flight briefing

packages.The briefing package contains all

flight information. 

For example, information about weather,

flight routing, or passengers. Additionally,

the flight planning system also calculates

required block fuel information.  

Accordingly, many flight planning systems

offers the functionality to send out fuel

orders based on the calculated trip fuel. 

With our eFueling solution, it is possible to

receive the fuel order and directly forward

it to relevant Into Plane Agents.

2 8
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FUEL ORDERS — ALL YOU HAVE TO KNOW ABOUT THE MAGIC
KEY TO ENTER THE WORLD OF EFUELING.

FUEL ORDER OPTION 2 — RAMP

AGENT

Since the aircraft captain is

responsible for the flight, he/she can

“overrule” the flight planning system

and order a different fuel amount than

calculated by the flight planning

system. 

For those cases, our  solution  offers

both a web-based interface and a

mobile assistant for iPads, enabling

ramp agents to place a fuel order.

The web-based, as well as the mobile

solution, offers a streamlined, straight-

forward process for placing fuel

orders.

After selecting the desired flight, the

ramp agent can enter the required fuel

amount and send the fuel order to the

Into Plane Agent.

 

 

FUEL ORDER OPTION 3 — ACARS

As a third option, the aircraft captain

can directly use ACARS to place a fuel

order.In such cases, the required fuel

amount is entered directly at the

cockpit and send to the Into Plane

Agents.

2 9



45 AIRPORTS THAT ARE
CONNECTED TO THE DIGITAL
EFUELING PROCESS
3  M I N  R E A D

Electronic Fueling stands and falls with

connected airports. You can operate a

best-in-class eFueling solution — as long

as you don’t manage to connect a

considerable amount of destination

airports to your solution, the effort won’t

pay off.

Conversely, with every airport, you get to

connect to your eFueling solution, the

benefits will rapidly increase. However,

connecting airports —or to be precise, Into

Plane Agents at airports— sometimes isn’t

that trivial.

Especially since Into Plane Agents have to

carry out some efforts to be “eFueling-

ready”.

With our  eFueling  solution, we paid

attention to both right from the beginning:

Developing a cutting-edge software and

connecting as many Into Plane Agents as

possible. Up to now, we have successfully

connected Into Plane Agents at more than

45 airports to our solution.

 

Subsequently, that means once an airline

starts to use our solution, the airline is

directly enabled to utilize eFueling at all

connected airports.

Based on that fact, one of the most asked

questions we receive is about the airports

which are already connected to our

eFueling solution. 

With this article, we want to give you an

overview of already connected airports.

However, worth to mention that the list of

connected airports is a steady growing list,

and we keep updating it regularly.

3 1
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45 AIRPORTS THAT ARE CONNECTED TO THE DIGITAL
EFUELING PROCESS

Amsterdam (AMS)

Stockholm (ARN)

Brussels (BRU)

Budapest (BUD)

Cologne (CGN)

Copenhagen (CPH)

Dusseldorf (DUS)

Rome (FCO)

Frankfurt (FRA)

Goteborg (GOT)

Birmingham (BHX)

Lisbon (LIS)

Geneva (GVA)

Hannover (HAJ) 

Leipzig (LEJ)

London (LHR)

Munich (MUC

Nuernberg (NUE)

Oslo (OSL)

Bukarest (OTP)

Berlin (TXL)

Vienna (VIE)

Zurich (ZRH)

EUROPEAN AIRPORTS

Currently, our eFueling solution is

available at 28 European airports, covering

most of the primary European hubs.

Washington (IAD)

New York (EWR, JFK)

Boston (BOS)

Philadelphia (PHL)

Detroit (DTW)

Charlotte (CLT)

Atlanta (ATL)

Miami (MIA)

Orlando (MCO)

Tampa (TPA)

Chicago (ORD)

Denver (DEN)

Dallas (DFW)

Houston (IAH)

San Fransisco (SFO)

Los Angeles (LAX)

Hongkong (HKG)

US AIRPORTS

Currently, our eFueling solution is available

at 18 airports in the US, covering most of

the primary hubs.

 

ASIAN AIRPORTS

Currently, our eFueling solution is available

at 1 airport.

 

Concerning Into Plane Agents, the most

common IPA’s are already using our

eFueling solution: Sky, Jet, and Shell, as

well as many local IPAs.

3 2



HUGE STEP FORWARD

T H E  D E F I N I T I V E  A I R L I N E  F U E L  E F F I C I E N C Y  G U I D E



Fuel costs still represent the main cost

driver for airlines. This hasn’t changed

over the last decades. Nonetheless, during

the last three to five years, cost-saving

programs weren’t a top priority — at least

for many airlines. Indeed, many airlines

ran efficiency programs and aimed to

deliver the product at competitive prices.

However, the focus for many carriers was

about growing and satisfying the sheer

endlessly increasing number of

passengers.

All of a sudden, in times where COVID-19

dominates the news, many airlines see

themselves confronted with declining

passenger numbers, a negative financial

outlook, and an increasingly challenging

future. 

Accordingly, cost-cutting programs are

back on the agenda. And besides other

measures, fuel-related cost reduction is

extremely essential for airlines once again.

After talks with airlines over the last

couple of weeks, it turns out that most of

them reduced or even stopped ongoing and

planned investments. 

That, of course, differs from airline to

airline. That is quite logical since the

impact is different depending on the

business model and served world

regions.Nonetheless, many airlines I’ve

talked to decided to put technology

projects on the touchstone and stopped or

paused them

 

 

HOW ELECTRONIC FUELING
REDUCES YOUR AIRLINE’S
FUEL COSTS?
7 MIN READ

3 4
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HOW ELECTRONIC FUELING REDUCES YOUR AIRLINE’S FUEL
COSTS?

ELECTRONIC FUELING PROCESS AS A

QUICK-WIN TO REDUCE AN AIRLINE’S

FUEL COSTS?

Here, the interesting part starts.

Conversely, to the above, I observed that

airlines intensified their efforts concerning

electronic fueling processes. Moreover, I

talked to airlines that are planning to kick-

off projects in that area right now.

Although that seems confusing at first

sight, it turns out to be the right move

when thinking twice. Why’s that? Because

an electronic fuel process —contrary to

many other projects— holds a genuine and

practical cost savings potential for airlines.

So let’s have a detailed look at cost savings

an electronic fuel process holds for

airlines.

 

REDUCED FUEL COSTS DUE TO

MINIMIZED FUEL-RELATED DELAYS

Moving to an electronic fuel process and

getting rid of time-consuming manual

processes is always a source for airlines to

further improve efficiency. One of our

clients, a large European network carrier

recently came up with some quantified

numbers. In detail, that airline analyzed

the reduction of fuel-related delays after 

introducing an electronic fuel process.In

general, the airline has been able to reduce

fuel-related delays — especially at

outstations significantly. 

The most impressive result has been

achieved at their outstation in Amsterdam

(AMS). Before operating an electronic fuel

process, fuel-related delays accounted for

2% of all delays at AMS. When starting an

electronic fuel process the airline was able

to observe a constant reduction of these

delays.

After operating the process for one week,

the number of fuel-related delays dropped

to 0%. Even more important, the airline was

able to maintain this level consistently.

Subsequently, as delay minutes always

represent costs the airline calculated the

contained financial savings. As a result,

they were able to achieve 7-digit savings

annually.

 

REDUCED FUEL COSTS DUE TO REDUCED

PROVIDER COSTS

An electronic fuel process actively helps to

align processes between involved

stakeholders — especially between airlines

and the Into Plane Agent (IPA).  Many IPAs

charge airlines for being 

3 5
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HOW ELECTRONIC FUELING REDUCES YOUR AIRLINE’S FUEL
COSTS?

available at the on-block gate/position.

And they do this regardless of refueling is

needed or not. Indeed, from an IPAs

perspective that entirely makes sense,

since they had the effort to send a fuel

truck to the position.

However, with an electronic fuel process,

an airline’s cockpit crew can easily send a

message that refueling isn’t required.

Thus, the IPA does not send a fuel truck to

the position. Accordingly, the airline is able

to avoid fuel process costs.

At the bottom-line large network carriers

can easily achieve 6 to 7 digit fuel savings

annually. 

Compared to the enormous amount of

fuel-related expenses an airline has, this

probably sounds like peanuts.

Nonetheless, you have to bear in mind that

almost no additional efforts are necessary

to achieve these savings.

 

COST SAVINGS THROUGH IMPROVED

DATA QUALITY

Increased data quality is an additional

driver of direct cost savings that airlines

can achieve by utilizing n electronic fuel

process. When operating a traditional

fueling process, the manual work reflected

a massive source for mistakes and errors.

This, especially account to 

Due to an immense rise in data quality,

there was no longer a need for

additional (extensive) quality checks.

The risk of wrong invoices and

ultimately wrong (too high) payments

were eliminated entirely.

invoice and receipts. Regularly these

documents reflect wrong uplift figures,

wrong flight numbers, etc.

As a result, intensive quality checks were

necessary to identify and correct these

mistakes. With the implementation of an

electronic process, airlines achieve two

main benefits:

 

WHAT ABOUT THE REQUIRED

INVESTMENT?

The interesting part when it comes to

electronic fuel solutions for airlines is the

fact that these systems —most often— do

not require a substantial initial effort.

Conversely, the IT solutions are offered as

subscription models that reduce the initial

effort tremendously.

Thereby airlines can reduce fuel savings

swiftly and right from the beginning without

a long-term ROI.

3 6



Airlines are undergoing super-tough times

at the moment. The CORONA crisis hits

almost every airline in one or another way.

And as always is such situations, cost-

cutting and saving programs are on top of

the agenda.

Call me crazy, but I think that this is

exactly the right time to start exploring the

potential of  eFueling  and a digital fueling

process — and to implement a digital

fueling process right now.

I already wrote some articles about how

eFueling works and the benefits it holds —

so check out these  blog posts  to learn

more about eFueling.

With this post today, I want to provide a

more personal view on why I think the

timing is right for airlines to go all-in with

eFueling.

 

DIRECT COST-SAVINGS AND FAST ROI

The crazy thing about a digital fueling

process is the fact that it generates

savings right from the beginning. It doesn’t

take months or years. On the contrary, due

to reasonable setup costs, a 

WHY I’M SO PUMPED ABOUT
EFUELING AND PUSH
AIRLINES TO GO ALL-IN.
4 MIN READ

positive ROI can be achieved super-quickly.

That means a digital fueling process helps

to secure the bottom-line, especially

during these challenging times, within a

very short time.

 

SUPER-LOW RISK

From a financial standpoint, the related

risk is very low. Many eFueling solutions

offer monthly subscription models.

Accordingly, no substantial initial

investment is needed. And that’s exactly

why I think kicking-off an eFueling project

during these challenging times is still

reasonable and makes sense — especially

when looking at the potential savings.

 

3 8
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WHY I’M SO PUMPED ABOUT EFUELING AND PUSH AIRLINES
TO GO ALL-IN.

PERFECT TIME TO IMPLEMENT/CHANGE

THE PROCESS

From discussions with airlines, I observed

two things: Many of them stopped large,

cost-intensive projects, and many reduced

the number of flights resp. parked aircraft.

Super-bad situation for the airline, but

actually —and sorry to say that— an

optimal situation to start digitizing the

fueling process. First of all, manpower

shouldn’t be a problem, and secondly, it is,

of course, much easier to implement such

a process in less operations-intensive

times.

 

SAVINGS INCREASES ONCE THE

OPERATION IS GOING BACK TO NORMAL

AND STARTS GROWING

Setting up a digital fueling process during

these times can be compared to investing

in a widely underpriced stock. Although

you achieve positive results right from the

beginning, savings will steadily grow once

operations are back to normal and start

growing again.

And here’s the fun part: You don’t have to

do anything then. Just like a stock price

that is growing, you can lean back and

calculate achieved savings.

MY CLEAR ADVICE: START EXPLORING

EFUELING NOW!

Summarized, I really think that there’s no

better time to start with eFueling and with

digitizing your airline’s fueling process. I

strongly advise airlines to start exploring

this field — you will regret it in a few years

if you don’t.
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The network effect is so unbelievably

powerful.In case you haven’t heard of this

theory before, let me quickly explain. In my

simple words, the network effect describes

the value an additional user of

goods/service brings to other users

(check Wikipedia for detailed description).

Although there are different types of

network effects, the telephone is probably

the most prominent example. The value of

a phone can be defined by the number of

people that are connected to the phone

network — or, in other words, the number

of potential connections.

 

LET’S MAKE A QUICK TRIP BACK IN TIME

WHEN THE TELEPHONE WAS INVENTED

Well, the first two people who owned a

phone didn’t enjoy the network effect since

there was precisely one person they can

call. With the third person, the number of

possible connections increased to three.

Still not amazing.

Let’s take a few steps forward: Once ten

people owned a phone, the number of

possible connections rapidly jumped to 45. 

4 2

Not bad! But things get better. Once we

reach 100 phone owners, the number of

possible connections explodes to 4,950.

With 1,500 owners, the number of possible

connections already exceeds 1 Million.

Here’s a table providing a more detailed

and structured overview on the numbers:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BUT WHY AM I TELLING YOU ALL THIS

AND HOW IS IT CONNECTED TO

EFUELING?

After my recent posts about eFueling

(digital fueling process), many discussions

with people from airlines all over the globe

evolved. Many talks revolved around

technical aspects, how to implement a

digital fueling process or IT requirements.

On the other side and quite often, we also

discussed the related benefits for an

airline.

EFUELING — WHY THE NETWORK
EFFECT IS STILL GROSSLY
UNDERRATED BY AIRLINES?
6 MIN READ
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EFUELING — WHY THE NETWORK EFFECT IS STILL GROSSLY
UNDERRATED BY AIRLINES?

EFUELING ISN’T AN “INTERNAL” BUT A

NETWORK TOPIC

It was exactly in those discussions when I

realized that many airlines consider the

topic still as an “airline-internal topic.

”What does that mean?

Primarily, the airlines discussed and

thought about how to implement a digital

fueling process at their main hub(s). Based

on that, they made up their mind, which

benefits they can achieve by doing so.

Don’t get me wrong. Of course, airlines

achieve the most significant effects at their

main hub.

But! Coming back to my initial phone

example: Although having the possibility to

give one person a call brings a benefit

(especially if that is an important person to

you) — the benefit grows with the number

of connected persons.

 

LET’S MAKE IT TANGIBLE AND

TRANSLATE IT TO OUR EFUELING

SOLUTION

Together with seven clients, we’ve already

connected 45 airports to our eFueling

solution. In fact, that didn’t happen

overnight and was only possible due to our

fantastic clients.

Accordingly, that means if an additional

airline starts with eFueling and connects its

main base (in case it isn’t eFueling ready),

the airline can also directly use eFueling at

45 other airports. On the other hand, all of

the existing clients can now use eFueling at

one more station.

 

So, with one new airline (resp. connected

airport) the number of potential

connections grew by 53! (45 existing for the

new airline + the new connected airport for

the new airline and the seven existing

airlines = 45 + 1 +7 = 53)

 

Indeed, due to the supply/demand setup,

the network effect is slightly different and

less significant compared to the phone

example. Nevertheless, due to the high

amount of already connected airports,

additional airlines already enter a

considerable network. On the other side,

one additional connected airport brings

enormous value to many existing, already

connected airlines. And this “double-sided”

effect significantly grows with every new

airline and subsequently connected airport.

4 3
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EFUELING — WHY THE NETWORK EFFECT IS STILL GROSSLY
UNDERRATED BY AIRLINES?

THE NETWORK EFFECT PROVIDES VALUE

TO EXISTING AND NEW EFUELING

AIRLINES

From my point-of-view, the existing

network of eFueling-ready airports

provides an enormous, additional potential

to airlines that are currently considering to

implement a digital fueling

process.Compared to the direct benefits,

which can be realized at their main hub,

this network effect is most often grossly

underrated. Therefore, airlines should

definitely take into account this massive

additional benefit.

4 4



1 - WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN

ELECTRONIC FUELING, DIGITAL FUELING,

AND EFUELING?

Before we dig into the details, this reflects

the perfect questions to start with. Some of

you noticed that we are using different

terms (eFueling, digital Fueling, electronic

Fueling). And obviously —we apologize—

this created some confusion. 

So, let’s get that clarified: There’s no

difference between the three terms.

eFueling is an abbreviation of “electronic

fueling” and digital Fueling probably just

sounds a bit fancier. 

Nonetheless, it is worth to mention that

Electronic Fueling reflects a digitization

approach.

 

2 — WHAT IS ELECTRONIC FUELING

ABOUT?

Electronic Fueling is aiming to digitize an

airline’s fueling process. That means

today’s manual procedures (fuel order,

receipt, etc.) are performed entirely digital. 

Flight Plans

Fuel order

Process milestones (order accepted,

fueling starts, etc.)

Fuel receipt

Acknowledgment

No Fuel Indicator

Etc.

Therefore, a so-called data distribution

platform connects airlines on the side, and

fuel provider on the other side.

Accordingly, this platform is used to

exchange all fuel-related messages. Here

are some examples:

 

3 — WHAT’S REQUIRED TO USE

ELECTRONIC FUELING AT AN AIRLINE?

In terms of an airline, it is necessary to

connect to a fueling data distribution

platform. There are several approaches to

do that. Airlines can connect their flight

planning systems, ACARS, or EFBs.

Additionally, the required fuel provider at

an airport has to be connected too.

13 RAPID FIRE QUESTIONS ON
ELECTRONIC FUELING FOR
AIRLINES
6 MIN READ
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13 RAPID FIRE QUESTIONS ON ELECTRONIC FUELING FOR
AIRLINES

Increased efficiency

Increased data quality

Reduced delays

Financial savings

etc.

Lufthansa

Swiss Airlines

Austrian Airlines

Eurowings

Air Dolomiti

Lufthansa Cityline

4 — IS IT AVAILABLE AT EVERY AIRPORT?

No, not every airport, resp. fuel provider is

eFueling-ready. Nonetheless, the number

of airports is quite considerable and

steadily growing. Here’s a  list  of airports

that are connected to our data platform.

 

5 — HOW DO AIRLINES BENEFIT FROM

ELECTRONIC FUELING?

Actually, the benefits cover a wide variety

of topics:

 

6 — WHICH AIRLINES ARE CURRENTLY

USING ELECTRONIC FUELING?

Unfortunately, we do not have a complete

list of airlines that are using Electronic

Fueling. However, here’s a list of airlines

using our Electronic Fueling solution:

Edelweiss Air

Cathay Pacific

Flight schedules

Initial fuel orders and updates

All process milestones

 

7 — HOW DOES IATA’S FUEL DATA

STANDARD RELATE TO EFUELING?

The IATA fuel data standard defines fuel

message syntax. In simple words: It reflects

the digital language to exchange fuel

information. This XML standard, called

AIDX, is available in a first version and

continuously enhanced.

 

8 — WHAT’S THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 TO

EFUELING?

A very interesting question. Here’s an

entire  blog post  about the topic.

Summarized: IATA is recommending to use

Electronic Fueling to avoid face-to-face

communication between the cockpit crew

and the fuel supplier. Among other

measures, this shall help to minimize

potential infection sources.

 

9 — WHICH FUELING PROCESS STEPS ARE

COVERED BY ELECTRONIC FUELING?

As mentioned earlier, Electronic Fueling

covers the entire operational fueling

process:
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13 RAPID FIRE QUESTIONS ON ELECTRONIC FUELING FOR
AIRLINES

Fuel uplift

Fuel receipts

Acknowledgments

 

10 — HOW ARE FUEL ORDERS SUBMITTED

TO FUEL PROVIDERS / INTO-PLANE

AGENTS?

As briefly described above, this is handled

via a data distribution platform. For

example, our solution (eFueling Hub)

connects airlines and into-plane agents and

takes of message distribution and routing.

 

11 — OUR MAIN AIRPORTS ARE

CURRENTLY NOT CONNECTED. WHAT CAN

WE DO?

In case you’ve checked the list of connected

airports  and couldn’t find your hub / most

important airport, it’s time for a joint project

�

But seriously: We are trying to connect as

many as airports as possible. However,

sometimes it needs the initiative and

support of an airline to connect an airport.

From a technical point-of-view, this isn’t a

big deal. So, we’re happy to discuss in case

you’d like to see another airport on the list

of Electronic Fueling-ready airports.

12 — I READ ABOUT THE NO FUEL

INDICATOR ON YOUR BLOG — HOW DOES

THAT RELATE TO ELECTRONIC FUELING?

The No Fuel Indicator is an add-on we’ve

implemented in our solution. The core idea

is that the cockpit crew sends out a

message to the fuel provider in case

refueling is not required. By doing so,

airlines can reduce fuel-related costs that

occur.

 

13 — DOES EFUELING SUPPORT DIGITAL

SIGNATURES?

Not yet. IATA is currently driving this

initiative. We plan to implement that as

soon as the message format gets updated.
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